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Individual Membership: $5.00 (U .S . ) ~~
Institutional Membership: $10 . 00 ~year
Airma il Delivery: $5 . 00 extra
Editorial Policy and Scope
The HIMALAYAN RESEARCH BULLETIN publishes current
information of scholarly and research int erests in
all fields relevant to Himalayan areas of Asia.
Topics include:
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Book Reviews, Review Articles
Brief Communications and Short Communications
of broad interest to Himalayanists
Himalayan Bibliography
Dissertation Abstracts on Himalayan Topics
Research Abstracts
Short Articles
Academic and Professional Himalayan Activity
(such as Conferences, Exhibitions·, Institutes,
Special Interest Programs and Tours, Visiting
Specialists and Funding Sources •••
The HIMALAYAN RESEARCH BULLETIN is supported finan cially entirely by membership dues, and editorially by
contributions of papers, reviews, and information from
all interested individuals and institutions world wide.
Potential contributors are encouraged to correspond
directly with the Editor .
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Subscription to the Nep~l Studies Association brings
you this Bulletin . Dues run on anannual basis -- payable
in advance . Please pay promptly, and support the Bulletin
by your contributions of information, reviews, and short
articles .
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The NEPAL STUDIES ASSOCIATION and HIMALAYAN RESEARCH
BULLETIN espouse no particular philosophical or political
point of view.
The comments of our contributor s do not
necessarily r eflect the views of the Ex ecutive Committee,
the Editor, or other members of the ass ociation.

